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The Springs Echo - A Street Paper
Calling All Writers & Storytellers!!!
Got a Personal Story to tell? See something that's Not Fair? Have an idea to Make Things Better?

WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU! (250-500 words) Earn $10 per story printed.
Send Your Stories to us at this email address:

contact@thespringsecho.com

What Is a Street Paper?

Please Help/Donate

You will not find New York Times-quality journalism on these pages. You will
not find carefully worded, saccharine pronouncements about all the progress
our city is making. And you will not find words making excuses for violence,
physical or otherwise, from any quarter. What you will find are authentic, very
lightly edited articles, cris de coeur, if you will, from friends and neighbors
sleeping in tents, under porches, or living in their vehicles. You may find
harsh, fist-shaking words coming from people who have nothing left to lose.
This should not surprise you. But you will also find words of hope offering
help and support to those who need them; we all need them!

We pay for this paper largely out of our own pockets because we believe in
our mission. We strongly believe there should be a venue for our friends and
neighbors on the streets to have their views published. We may not always
agree with everything they say, but that doesn't mean those views are not
valid and worthy of consideration. Often the wisest people are those who live
the hardest lives.

We think these voices are important and should be heard. They are part of
our community and should not be ignored. You won’t find them anywhere
else.

Our Mission

It costs $364.81 to print 1,000 copies of the paper. We print a new issue every
two months. We ask for and welcome your support. No amount is too small.
If you feel moved to contribute to our work, please visit our website using the
URL below and find the "Donate" button on our homepage.
Every donation you make is tax deductable as we are supported by a 501(c)
(3) qualified fiscal sponsor; Citizen-Powered Media.

https://www.thespringsecho.com

1. A Voice for the Voiceless: We provide a platform from which

"If a thing is worth doing,
it is worth doing badly."

our friends who are living on the streets or in shelters are able
to share their unique and individual stories.
2. The Dignity of Honest Work: We provide a source of income
for those who wish to be vendors for the paper. This allows
them to buy necessities such as socks, gloves, caps, hygiene
products, etc.
3. Educate the Public: We work to inform our community about
the issues surrounding homelessness and poverty.
4. Advocate for the Poor: We work to indentify inequities and
support solutions that will improve living conditions and provide
opportunities for those who need it the most.
5. Support Good Work: We highlight the work of love, support,
and encouragement provided by various organizations and
individuals in our community.
6. Encourage Democratic Participation: We help all people
register to vote. We monitor state, county, and city government
activities and report on issues impacting our citizens.
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-G.K. Chesterton

THANK YOU!
Disclaimer:
The opinions, beliefs, and viewpoints expressed by the various
authors printed in The Springs Echo are theirs alone and do
not necessarily reflect the opinions, beliefs, or viewpoints of
The Springs Echo.

“It is better to light one
candle than curse the
darkness.”

- Anonymous Ann

Response to the Gazette
by PPLD Board of Trustees

As current and former Trustees for Pikes Peak Library District, we felt compelled to respond to The Gazette editorial board’s
recent criticism of the library system that was peppered with inaccuracies (March 30). PPLD is a public institution that’s here
for everyone, valuing intellectual freedom and unrestricted access to all points of views. That’s what enticed many of us to
volunteer and serve on their Board. While each of us has varying political and religious affiliations, we collectively stand firm
that PPLD should be a bastion for democracy that protects First Amendment rights for all.
From a small reading room established 136 years ago, PPLD has evolved to meet the ever-changing needs of our sprawling
community. Their service area covers 2,070 square miles of El Paso County and a population of about 700,000, including the
top 10 best-performing city of Colorado Springs. It’s essential for PPLD to provide a wide array of resources and services that
reflect our region’s continuous growth and changes. Everyone – regardless of origin, age, background, or views – should have
the ability to access the information they seek, even if others do not agree with the subject matter.
PPLD’s 16 facilities and three mobile library services provide safe, respectful spaces for diverse voices and perspectives,
fostering community dialogue and connections. Though described as canceled, Monument Library still hosts Socrates Café
that welcomes freedom of thought and expression. It also means that PPLD makes meeting rooms available to all individuals
and groups at no cost; they can be used for any purpose so long as it doesn’t violate the Board-approved Meeting Room
Policy. Denying this service to the community group who hosted Drag Queen Story Hour in 2018 would have been a violation
of the First Amendment.
Library staff continuously evaluate what’s offered to ensure they’re serving people of all ages, interests, and zip codes. As
part of this, a team of trained professionals develop and maintain physical and digital collections that are as diverse as our
county’s population. There are nearly 245,000 children’s options available, covering countless genres, topics, and parenting
styles like children’s Bibles, science books, and homeschooling materials to name a few. It’s also worth noting that some
of the mentioned books in the editorial are not even included in PPLD’s collection, and none are actively promoted. We
welcome everyone to visit their local library to browse the collection, where parents and caregivers can make selections
without inhibiting another parent’s right to choose what’s best for their own family’s circumstances, views, and educational
goals.
PPLD did hire a third-party vendor to conduct an audit in 2020 that examined its staffing, resources, and services through the
lens of equity, diversity, and inclusion to better serve and reflect our changing community. While the editorial only focused on
race, this assessment and following efforts extended well beyond that – encompassing a broader view and focus on EDI that
only expends about 0.5 percent of the Library’s annual operating budget.
With a new EDI public service and dedicated staff, PPLD can ensure their spaces and programs are welcoming and accessible for
every resident. This includes those with disabilities, members of the military and their families, older adults, those of different
faiths, people of color, immigrants, LBGTQIA+ individuals, those who live in more rural parts, and many other identities within
our county. Some of the Library’s recent work includes improving accessibility and making accommodations for those with
disabilities, expanding services for veterans, working with Focus on the Family to develop book lists for teens and children of
the Christian faith, and collaborating with other entities to ensure anyone seeking support can access what they need.
As a public institution that’s funded by taxpayers, PPLD makes decisions in the best interests of all residents and directly
reinvests back into our region by creating physical and digital spaces for belonging, personal growth, and stronger communities.
That’s why we all stand with PPLD and the values of public libraries to uphold intellectual freedom. No one can thrive if the
Library is exclusive and impeding people’s rights instead of being inclusive and welcoming to all.
Dr. Ned Stoll (PPLD Board president), Scott Taylor (vice president), Dora Gonzales (secretary & treasurer), and Debbie English (past
president), along with former Trustees, Judith Casey, Cathy Grossman, Tom Herd, JoAnn Orsborn, and Kathleen Owings
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To�a�'s L���a��an

"Fierce Defender of Democracy"
Please allow us to introduce you to someone that you may not know very
well; today’s librarian. If you think of her as a kind, warm-hearted, bookish
public servant concerned with civility and order, you would be right. But if
you stopped there, you would be missing the very essence of who she really
is. It has been our distinct privilege to work with her for many years. (We
understand self-identity is evolving, and that's a good thing, but we decided
to use "she/her" in this article, because, as of this writing, we think most
library staﬀ members still identify that way.) Please read on.

T

Open access to information is one of the fundamental building blocks of a
functional democracy. It is the inviolable core value embraced by every
librarian, but it is also one of the most challenging aspects of her duties.
For understandable reasons, some people hold strong opinions regarding
the nature and content of information that should be accessible in a public
library. By and large, these are mostly parents who want to restrict materials
they feel are inappropriate for their children. The thoughtful librarian will
work with these parents, recognizing their concerns, but it is the parents who
are responsible for guiding their children’s use of library resources. Parents
may choose to monitor or limit the library use of their own children, but the
standards applied by a parent for their children will not be imposed on anyone
else’s children. Under absolutely no circumstances will the librarian allow
those parental concerns to restrict access information by other community
members.

oday’s librarian is smart. She is informed. She is engaged. She supports
equity, diversity, and inclusion (EDI). She fights injustice wherever
it’s found. She is human, so yes, of course, these personal values do
inform her professional life, but only in a responsible and appropriate way;
she respects differing opinions, and she never judges the people who come
to her for help. Today’s librarian will always work with community members
who have concerns about the content of library materials, but she is also a Today's librarian also knows well-funded groups are working hard to
fierce defender of democracy who embraces the core values of public service, restrict access to materials and information they find objectionable based
social responsibility, and open access to information.
on their philosophical and political agendas. In many locations across the
country, including Colorado Springs, these groups have succeeded in putting
Public service lies at the heart of the public
themselves in positions of influence that
library, and the librarian brings public service
will enhance their prospects for success.
to life. Excellent public service is a professional
The librarian pushes back hard against
responsibility that the librarian takes very seriously.
pressure to restrict access to library
She is well-educated and has spent years learning
materials for the general population;
to work in a complex information environment. She
to do otherwise would represent the
is a true information professional, surefooted and
gravest betrayal of her professional core
confident as she deftly maneuvers her way through
values.
minefields of misinformation until she finds the
perfect source. Moreover, she is bound by a strict
Today’s librarian is truly one of the
code of professional ethics that prohibits her from
unsung heroes of our time. She is a
making value judgments regarding the patrons she
highly trained, socially responsible,
serves. From the young patron seeking information
information professional with a deep
on the mating habits of the Monarch butterfly to the
connection to her community. She
graduate student exploring Critical Race Theory, or to
works on the frontlines of democracy
the confused, conspiracy theorist researching original
fighting hard every day to preserve
QAnon sources, today’s librarian is committed to
patron privacy as well as free and open
giving each of these information seekers the full benefit of her professional access to information for all members of the community. She knows vigilance
skills without judging their motivation or sharing their interests with anyone. is the cost of preserving democracy, but her job is becoming more difficult,
and she needs our support.
Social responsibility should inform the moral consciousness of a communityoriented organization, and in a library, the embodiment of this moral If we ever needed a hero, we need one now, and we should take comfort knowing
consciousness is found in the hearts and minds of its librarians. Librarians that today’s librarian is on the job, holding the line, and working hard for all of us.
are community builders. A socially responsible librarian will learn the needs
of her community by forming relationships with the people she serves. She
will work to meet those needs by employing the resources and skills at her Note: The views expressed in this article are from The
disposal. She might develop a unique Storytime program tailored specifically Springs Echo team and do not represent the ofﬁcial
for underserved children. She might create a photo collection that highlights views of any library. The "librarian" we are describing
members of a neglected neighborhood. She might work with local partners is a composite made from staff members of all genders,
and develop a community garden to bring fresh vegetables to a soup kitchen ethnicities,
and
positions
(librarians,
associates,
or an urban food desert. And while she’s at it, she might even develop classes assistants, IT, facilities, security and other suppport
designed to teach hands-on gardening skills to community members so they staff) that we have known over the years. We have
can grow their own fresh food. The possibilities are unlimited for a committed, admired and respected them all. Now, more than ever,
imaginative, and socially responsible librarian who fully embraces her role as we need them on the job, and they need our support.
a community builder.
- The Echo Team

"Today’s librarian
is truly one of the
unsung heroes
of our time."
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Se�on� Chan�es
by Father Ron

T

he Springs Echo is living again, chugging another edition. The paper
has eked out another chance. This small newspaper is like the story,
The Little Engine that Could. It persists when others think it cannot. I
guess we all struggle uphill, some of us more than others. Second chances
are more prevalent in people’s lives than among small newspapers. Second
chances are meant to give dignity and voice to people, events, relationships,
opinions, and how we view people different from ourselves.
We all seek life even when everything around us tells us second chances are
impossible. I am always inspired in this Easter season, that inherent in all
life lies a second chance. Jesus, of course, is the ultimate story of a second
chance. We don’t rise from the dead, but there are many circumstances
in our lives that flourish when we think them long buried. Perhaps all
second chances come from God’s love for us, for the world, to deepen our
enthusiasm for life.
In springtime, flowers bloom. Leaves form themselves when we think them
dried up or destroyed. I cling to spring for new chances, even now when I
am older. I look to my heart that rises anew in spring. I so desire a second
chance when the gloom of winter sheds its skin. I desire another chance,
even when life seems to have already given me a dozen second chances.
In my ministry, I see second chances everywhere. I witness a child pass the
third grade when parents have worried all winter. I see a second marriage
bloom when the first union was abusive and unkind. I see a young man
work his way through trauma from his childhood abuse by his father. These
second chances are miracles. I rejoice in them. I hold the hand of a woman
who nearly drank herself to death. Today she is sober. Rejoice with her,
along with me.

"The train knows
that one toy does
not ﬁt every child."

I know many people wait in life for another chance. Sometimes these
chances never come. Years ago, I remember a young man who would have
sex with men in our church dumpster in exchange for a six-pack. The alcohol
would hold him over until evening when he would sell his body for heroin.
He came to me many times to seek advice for sobriety. I still pray that his
second chance will be soon. Not everything in life works out as we wish.
Some people hold more pain than I can imagine. I don’t judge, I just wait in
prayer for a new beginning. I believe everyone holds in their heart another
chance for survival, for sobriety, for love, for housing, for integrity, for justice,
for tenderness, or just to be accepted in our world.
The more I think about it, the more I hear the rumbling of the engine in,
The Little Engine that Could. The sounds of struggle often overwhelm. The
train wanted to deliver diverse toys for a variety of children across the
mountain. The train knows that one toy does not fit every child. It held all
good things. When it broke down and desired a second chance, the big,
powerful engines refused to help the powerless
train. This is so often the case in life. The engine
holding all the perceived power shunned the
small train hoping to deliver toys to kids.
People who possess cultural power still hurt
the marginalized and the weak. Sometimes
the whistle of the weak is not heard amid
the clanging of the wealthy, the jobbed,
the majority. Everyone, no matter what,
deserves a chance to be known and heard.
The Little Blue Engine carried the day. The
engine thought to be powerless persevered to
help the train deliver the toys. All good comes
from giving people, trains, flowers, nations,
churches, individuals, and groups, a second
chance. I believe in miracles, even when
new life seems impossible. I think I can! I
think I can! I thought I could! I thought
I could!
If you have never read the book,
The Little Engine that Could, check
it out from your local library. It is for
grownups, so give yourself a chance. It
will change the way you view yourself
and all the different people. Chug, chug,
chug. Puff, puff, puff. She was a
happy train.

Rev. Ronald Patrick Raab, CSC,
serves as pastor of Sacred Heart
Parish in Old Colorado City,
Colorado Springs, CO.
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B�s Beat

by Tom Noonan

E

A Good Way to Begin
nrique Penalosa gives me hope for a better future. He is the former mayor
of Bogota, Columbia. While waiting at the Centennial Campus of Pikes Peak
Community College for the bus, I read a quote attributed to him:

“An advanced society is not a society where even the poor drive cars but even the
rich use public transportation.”
After the quote caught my attention, I read more about him and found a TED Talk
about his efforts to resurrect public transportation which I highly recommend to
everyone, whether they ride transit or not. He addresses public transit from the
perspective of democratic principles that we are all created equally. Pedestrians
warrant the same rights as the owners of luxury automobiles. He addresses the
carnage of children killed by automobiles across the globe. In addition, he offers
tangible alternatives for making public transportation safe and efficient, including
walking to and from the bus stop, rather than continuing to cater to cars.
In Colorado Springs, as in Bogota, we need safe sidewalks and bike lanes for people
to access the bus. We need safety for those with limited mobility including visually
impaired riders and people in wheelchairs. Looking at the solutions in Bogota is a
sound starting place. Part of the matrix of Amazon selecting employment centers
is viable public transit. Many companies receive incentives to locate in Colorado
Springs and leave when offered better incentives elsewhere. We need to connect
employees and employers by means other than individual automobiles. Retaining
and attracting employment is essential to a vibrant city.
Having spent ten years working at the Colorado School for the Deaf and Blind, I
witnessed that “disabilities” are sometimes “dis’-abilities.’ Just because someone
doesn’t drive doesn’t mean they cannot contribute in many ways to employers and
society in general. For example, the strongest advocate for public transportation
on the Colorado Springs City Council is Yolanda Avila. She knows transit and its
challenges because, as a visually impaired rider, she experiences Mountain Metro
Transit and Mountain Metro Mobility firsthand. She also can share her experience
in Colorado versus California.
Recently, I met with a student at Colorado College to discuss our transit system
compared to her hometown of Minneapolis. We are far behind even though we
are rapidly becoming a major city. To retain and attract young professionals, topnotch transit is part of the equation.
Our grandson, a recent graduate of the Colorado School of Mines, took a position
in Boulder, in part, because cyclists, pedestrians, and bus riders are treated better
there than here, and car ownership is not necessary. Bustang travels to many
locations and connects with RTD in Denver if you care to see for yourself as far as
transit in other communities versus Colorado Springs.
Our neighbor Manitou Springs offers free bus service which is fiscally responsible
because each rider generates more federal funding. Recently, I met some young
people in Manitou and learned a great deal about the natural springs there in the
process. Later, I saw them walking and offered a ride. One of them said politely,
“No thank you, I’m allergic to cars.” I had to laugh. If bus service was extended to
both Colorado Springs and Manitou, I wouldn’t need to drive either.
Not so funny is that as we continue to fuel our addiction to the automobile, we
will continue to destroy our environment through pollution and devastating wars
for oil. Personally, I prefer my grandchildren living in Colorado rather than being
deployed to foreign lands fighting for oil.
Enrique Penalosa and other people around the globe offer more appealing
alternatives.
Riding the bus is one way to begin the return to better bus service.
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Keep�n' It Rea� - 719

W

by Cowboy

ELL NOW 719. Have we really
seen the light? HAPPY EASTER!

Here we go; COLORADO SPRINGS;
it's here. That glorious time of year…one of
my favorites, actually.
I say this because its Springtime in the
Rockies, it's Easter weekend as I write this.
It's supposed to be a reason to rejoice with
our families; Easter egg hunts; CHURCH with
our families, rejoicing. Isn't this CORRECT?
So what are we actually doing? We are
post-COVID, Corona worries are not in the
news, mask mandates are lifting all across
Cowboy
America, and now the new crisis in our lives
today; the war in UKRAINE, something that lately has me paying attention more
and more; mainly because my family roots, according to my grandmother, come
from UKRAINE. And even though I've never left the USA to see any other country,
I see a problem creating HOMELESS in a land many miles away that has nothing
to do with me. However, I realize this conflict can be resolved; just like we found a
way to relieve the pandemic.
BUT; now on this Easter Sunday; I look at the current state of global affairs; and
look at our current local pandemic and realize the closer this pandemic affects you,
the closer the war interacts with your personal reasons. I must remind you that no
matter where you are, how some situations may make you feel.
There is only one thing we are truly creating in these times of pandemic and
times of war. The world is creating mass amounts of death, destruction, and
HOMELESSNESS; people just like JESUS. Who I might add WAS HOMELESS...so….
as you see that shopping cart that is a home to someone; that blanketed homeless
person walking around; or that busker; that is just trying to bring some happiness
and joy; to the world; run with death, destruction; and sad times...remember;
many HOMELESS really don’t want any trouble at all; they just want to live their
lives with their families; the way that GOD intended.
And may we all pray that in these times we all find a sense of peace of mind.
Homelessness is the last thing on many people's mind now that we are involved
with what is just short of World War 3, a pandemic we really can't control, and the
population of the world that is being created in mass amounts far faster than the
birth of Christ.
Think 719! Hug your neighbor and realize it's Easter; the "birth" of CHRIST. The
resurrection..

HE IS RISEN, PRAISE GOD....LOVE
EVERYONE...and remember.
719, GOD IS GOOD.
HAPPY EASTER..719!

We Re�e��e�!

Ba�� Ho�e W�th Fa����
by Judy Pastore

I

f you would have told me two years ago that I would be moving back to my
family in Pennsylvania I would have said, "No Way!" Then COVID happened.
I talked to some friends, and on December 7, 2021 I moved back. It has been
crazy here. But as I talked to family and friends, I realized I did the right thing.
Here are just a few stories telling what my family and friends have gone through.
In November 2019, my cousin and his wife retired. They planned on taking a road
trip in March 2020. Needless to say, they never made that road trip. They spent
the last two years helping teach and babysit their grandchildren. Finally, this
September, they hope to take their long-postponed road trip.
A friend told me he was not cut out to be a teacher. Between learning how to
Zoom and helping his grandson to do school work on a computer, he wanted to
scream. He was frustrated with both the teacher and his grandson because no
one paid attention in class and everyone was talking all at once. He understood
why since it was a new experience for both the children and the teachers. He
went on lots of walks to unwind.
A retired teacher took everything out of her basement, and for a small fee, taught
children so their parents could still go to work. She contacted other teachers who
were also retired and ask them to do the same thing.
Another cousin told her daughter she would babysit but no way would she teach
her grandchildren. She knew she didn't have the patience to do it.

by Pat Holley

These are the names of our friends and neighbors who have passed,
as reported to us. Each person listed here is a precious soul who left
us way too soon. We know that we may be missing some names. If
there are errors in this "report" we apologize; it is difficult to gather
and confirm this type of information. If you know of someone who
should, or should not, be on the list, please reach out to us at this
email address: contact@thespringsecho.com. We would also like to
thank everyone who have given us this information; it is very much
appreciated. You know who you are!
Dengle, Matthew, Jan 10, 2022. Age 30
Krasowski, Seth Age 39
Olsen, Alisha, Jan 10, 2022. Age 32
Pettis, Ron Rocky, Age Unknown
Saladrigas, Carlos Age 58
Schlager, Mike, Jan 29, 2022. Age Unknown
Timothy, David, Dec 28, 2021. Age 70

A friend turned her spare bedroom into a classroom and taught her grandchildren
like it was a school. Her grandchildren ran out the door when their parents picked
them up at the end of a long day.

Walker, Gordon, Jan 27, 2022. Age 45

I spent a couple of weeks remote learning with my grandsons. On Zoom meetings
everyone was talking and yelling and no one was paying attention because the
teacher was teaching in the classroom and trying to do Zoom at the same time. At
the end of the day, I went to my room, put my earbuds in, ignored everything and
watched something on Hulu.

? Dan (Daniel) - Street name Hunchback Dan. Age 35

I want to thank my family and friends for letting me use their stories.

Suicide
Hotline
(844) 493-8255 or
text 38255

? Ron (Ronald) - Lived in his truck? Age Unknown.

The Pikes Peak Little Free Pantry
516 W. Pikes Peak Avenue

Give What You Can - Take What You Need

We need to go back to whatever the new normal is going to be and let the children
go back to school and stop remote learning. If they cough or have a headache, let
them go to the nurses office without being afraid that they will be sent home for
five days.

? Mike (Michael) - Street name Boston Mike. Age Unknown.

Give What You Can - Take What You Need

My son and daughter-in-law thanked me, because if I would have said no and
stayed in Colorado, they each would have missed two weeks of work without pay.
And then the question came. My son ask me, "If COVID would have happened
when my children were still in school, how would I have handled it?" I told him I
would have done the best I could, but the minute they said you could go back to
school I would have told them, "Here are your masks, and don't miss the bus."

Williams, Thomas “Tommy”, Jan 2, 2022. Age 60
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Friends and Family

Slava Ukraini!

The
PERK
DOWNTOWN

The
PERK
DOWNTOWN

Catholic
Charities

of Central Colorado
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Sacred
Heart
Catholic
Church

602 S. Nevada Ave., Colorado Springs, CO 80903

Open Every Day From 7 a.m. - 7 p.m.

